Abstract. The method of interference elimination in pollution with fluorescent bacteria is researched. According to the interference of fluorescent bacteria in pollution, the interference elimination method in the pollution with fluorescent bacteria is proposed based on feature separation algorithm, the bacterial fluorescence signal is collected, N dimensional spatial direction vectors are constructed based on the signal, and the basic waveform of fluorescent bacterial signal is obtained, according to the basic waveform, the stretch and translation processing are taken, the objective function of fluorescent bacterial interference elimination in pollution is obtained, mathematical expectation of feature separation of fluorescent bacterial signal is calculated, and interference elimination of fluorescent bacterial pollution is realized. The experimental results show that this algorithm is applied in the fluorescent bacterial signal interference elimination, the anti interference performance is improved.
Introduction
With the increase of pollution, interference of pollution with fluorescent bacteria is obtained more and more attention. How to eliminate interfere in pollution with fluorescent bacterial has become a hot problem to research in the field of pollution, it has attracted wide attention of many experts and scholars [1] . At present, the interference fluorescent bacteria pollution elimination methods mainly include three kinds: interference elimination method based on optimal linear combination algorithm, the wavelet transform algorithm, and the collaborative optimization group algorithm, etc. the wavelet transform algorithm is most used in the fluorescent bacterial interference elimination. Because the fluorescent bacteria are widely applied in the pollution interference elimination, so it has the very big development prospect, and it has become the focus of many experts and scholars to study [2] .
Interference elimination principle of fluorescent bacteria in the pollution
The fluorescent bacteria can be used to eliminate the interference in pollution, and the effective elimination method can reduce the interference of fluorescent bacteria of pollution, the interference elimination principle of fluorescent bacteria in the pollution is introduced firstly [3] , the specific process of interference elimination is shown as follows: 
  is the wavelet of the wavelet transform process, assuming that the wavelet the wavelet conform to the following formula requirements [4] [5] [6] , then the wavelet is called the basic wave.
2) The basic wave is taken with the stretching and translation processing, the following formula can be obtained:
The bacterial fluorescence signal is taken with the continuous wavelet transform processing, the signal is re-acquired and reconstructed, and the following formula is used to describe the process:
The objective function of fluorescent bacterial interference elimination in pollution is obtained, it can be calculated by the formula as follows:
In the above formula, the extreme point of objective function ( , ) G X y is zero point. Therefore, the formula as following can be obtained:
In the above formula, X can be described by the feature component
, assuming that these feature components and feature matrix D is orthogonal relation, the feature matrix is mapped as D  with the orthogonal relation, the following results can be obtained:
( ) ( ) 0, , 1,2, ,
Approximately, the fluorescent bacterial signal y z  can be calculated as
, the following formula can be obtained:
Assumed 1 y e  , the following results can be calculated as:
(10) The above results are taken into the following formula, the mathematical expectation of fluorescent bacterial signal elimination is:
According to the above formula we can learn that, as long as the fluorescence signal is irrelevant, the extreme point of objective function can be obtained, according to X , it can learn that fluorescent bacterial signal is statistical independent, according to the objective function, the interference of fluorescent bacterial pollution is eliminated.
Experiment and results analysis
In order to verify the validity of this algorithm, an experiment is taken. During the experiment, two different levels of interference are selected for experiment, the two interference coefficients are 0.45, 79 On the basis of the above experiments, we can learn that, when the fluorescent bacterial signal interference intensity is weak, when the interference intensity is strong, the level of fluorescent bacterial signal interference signal eliminating result interference by using this method is slightly higher than the traditional algorithm. It shows that the anti interference performance is improved with new method.
Conclusions
In this paper, the method of interference elimination in pollution with fluorescent bacteria is researched. According to the interference of fluorescent bacteria in pollution, the interference elimination method in the pollution with fluorescent bacteria is proposed based on feature separation algorithm, the bacterial fluorescence signal is collected, N dimensional spatial direction vectors are constructed based on the signal, and the basic waveform of fluorescent bacterial signal is obtained, according to the basic waveform, the stretch and translation processing are taken, the objective function of fluorescent bacterial interference elimination in pollution is obtained, mathematical expectation of feature separation of fluorescent bacterial signal is calculated, and interference elimination of fluorescent bacterial pollution is realized. The experimental results show that this algorithm is applied in the fluorescent bacterial signal interference elimination, the anti interference performance is improved. This method will have good application value in practice.
